Synapse, a growing national organization that serves individuals with brain injury. Our mission is to provide a support network for these individuals and to empower students to become leaders in their communities. Through Synapse, undergraduates collaborate with local physicians and community partners with the goal of improving quality of life for individuals with brain injury. After founding a chapter at Virginia Tech, I realized how much this resource was needed in Southwest Virginia and it was unbelievably fulfilling to create networks of friends that feel like family for individuals with brain injury. This has led me to pursue a research career in brain injury and regenerative medicine while always keeping non-profit management part of what I do.

Synapse currently has 16 chapters across the country from MIT to UCLA. Much to our excitement, we are expanding and accepting applications for new chapters at other universities now through **November 17, 2019**.

**APPLY HERE**

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd9tc8a-GgfF7Y1eQof3Vj5zzN66n6Pt2l27dYWn2JKi6aL3Q/viewform
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